DOUGH FLOW ZIPPER

ZIP2ONE

THE POWER OF GREAT DESIGN

Technical
The B 300 GV is a high-speed dough divider. It was especially
developed for the use in automatic baguette make up lines and
has been in the market for more some years.
The machine has been successful in many different baguette
lines because of the sturdy design, high weight accuracy, dough
friendly dividing mechanism, and high speed. Especially in
production lines where an inline (180 degree infeed of the dough
pieces) is necessary the B 300 GV can be used optimally
because of its configuration and capacity.
The latest version is an upgraded model, executed as a twin
piston machine with 2 dough pockets dropping the dough pieces
parallel on 2 discharge conveyors feeding a centring belt that
converts the 2 lines in 1 straight lane like a zipper to the further
downstream equipment for further processing.
The machine has been completely redesigned and extended with
the ZIP2ONE.

Technological
The B 300 GV II uses the principle of suction dividing.
This means that the dough is transported from the hopper to the
dividing mechanism by suction. Below the hopper the dough is
divided into bigger portions in the main chamber.
After the chamber is closed by a knife, the dough is pushed
gently into the 2 horizontal positioned measuring chambers.
The size of the pistons is square, and they can be regulated in
volume. Thus, ensuring that the exact right size of dough and
the exact dough weight is achieved.
The dough pieces than are ejected vertically on the discharge
conveyor to the Zipper.
All actions are dough friendly, and result in a very high weight
accuracy.

B 300 GV II & ZIP2ONE
Easy integratable in existing production lines

Hinged hopper
for easy cleaning
Ni-resist low wear
dividing unit

Pre-moulding station

2 internal parallel
discharge conveyors

High weight accuracy

Wide version with
twin piston design

Sturdy and solid
proven design

ZIP2ONE
for converting 2 lanes to 1
ensuring low RPM of dividing unit

All parts easily accessible for cleaning and maintenance

Application
The B 300 GV is a so-called high-speed divider running at a
max of 3000 strokes per hr and producing from 1000 – 6000
dough pieces per hour in the twin piston version.
All common doughs from stiff to soft, as well as cold doughs,
pre-fermented doughs, and many other rustic doughs can be
processed.
The machine fits in nearly all existing production lines.
The machine has an inline operation, that means that the dough
pieces are coming out of the machine in a 180 degree position.
This ensures no changing of direction from dividing to the
downstream equipment.

Advantages


Dough friendly dividing mechanism



Very accurate dividing



High speed and low RPM by using Zipper

WP Haton – your ticket to success !



Hinged hopper for easy cleaning

Contact your Key Account Manager
or WP Haton
via sales@wp-haton.com



ZIP2ONE dividing system to convert 2 in 1 lane



Easy to clean, maintain and operate



Compact in its set-up and designed to fit in existing systems



Reliable, proven, and sturdy design

Inspired?

